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QUESTION 1

Which of the following is correct regarding User-defined Attack signatures? 

A. User-defined signatures use an F5-supplied syntax 

B. User-defined signatures may only use regular expressions 

C. Attack signatures may be grouped within system-supplied signatures 

D. User-defined signatures may not be applied globally within the entire policy 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 2

Why does deploying LTM into an existing network immediately improve security? 

A. Only requests for specific ports are allowed through LTM. 

B. All traffic through LTM is checked for DDoS attacks. 

C. No traffic A allowed through LTM until it has been specified. 

D. All users must authenticate before accessing applications through LTM. 

E. Only LAN administrators can access resources through LTM. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 3

As a part of the Setup Utility, the administrator sets the host name for the BIG-IP. 

What would be the result if the two systems in a redundant pair were set to the same host name? 

A. Host names do not matter in redundant pair communication. 

B. In a redundant pair, the two systems will always have the same host name. The parameter is synchronized between
the systems. 

C. The first time the systems are synchronized the receiving system will be assigned the same self-IP addresses as the
source system. 

D. When the administrator attempts to access the configuration utility using the host name, they will always connect to
the active system. 

Correct Answer: C 
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QUESTION 4

In a routed configuration, what does LTM do with the packet before sending it to the pool member? 

A. Change the source IP and the destination IP address 

B. Leave it unchanged and forward it 

C. Change the source IP address 

D. Change the destination IP address 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 5

A BIG IP Administrator configures three Network Time Protocol servers to keep the time of the devices in sync. Which
tool should the administrator use to show the synchronization status with the Network Time Protocol servers? 

A. time 

B. ntpdate 

C. date 

D. ntpq 

Correct Answer: D 

nlpq -pn will show the synchronization status of configured ntp servers 
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